
Rolling the Dice   
 
By Terry Sparks S/V Sunnyside 
 
It finally became time to get the wife to “Go to the real Sea” for the first 
time.   My wife and my Admiral Patricia has always loved boats, trips on 
the river, and the out doors over our almost 40 years of being married. 
 
We have had Sunnyside now for about six years.   I have been in the ocean every summer 
since we bought her including that first trip from Warwick, Rhode Island to Oriental, 
North Carolina.   However something always seems to come up when it was Pat’s time to 
go to sea.   While all of the missed opportunities were all valid excuses, it is not 
consistent with our plans for retirement.   So this year it was time to roll the dice and see 
where we lay, solid on the ground or moving along at sea. 
 
This year we both just pushed forward and allowed nothing to get into the way.  So Pat 
was going to sea this time.    On July 29th Pat and my friend Len got underway from St 
Helens, OR for Ilwalco, WA.   Len went along for the ride and was also an X submarine 
sailor so he was a natural sailor as it was in his sole already.   The plan, based on another 
article I read in Latitudes and Attitudes, was to keep it simple and make it an easy and 
great trip.  Never letting the vision of retirement on the boat loose focus and come into a 
foggy blur….. 

 
That first day went great, but that was still the 
river.  Boaters of all kinds moving down the 
Columbia River have the unique opportunity 
to see the best of the shoreline in North 
America.   The first day brought on a smile 
from the Admiral the entire day, and even into 
the evening. 
 
At 0600, that is 6:00 AM for the non-mariners 
readers, we got underway to make 
Sunnyside’s 11th crossing of the notorious 

Columbia Bar.  Pat must have been a bit concerned even though I always came back from 
past adventures.  She must have asked what the weather was fifteen time that morning 
and my “Looks Good” was not easing the tension.   I think I need some help on selling 
skills. 
 
As we crossed the Columbia Bar, the water looked like a lake.  With the flat water and 
the run of the river increasing our speed over ground to 12 knots, there was a re-newel of 
the smile on the Admiral’s face.   Pat had now become one of the many that have crossed 
the Columbia River Bar.  Maybe not as eventful as crossing the equator or the artic 
circles, but an event for a new ocean sailor for sure. 
 



As we headed north from the Bar, I asked the crew to keep a careful eye out for crab pots 
as they can get caught up in the…….. at that time the engine went 
bumbumbumbumbum and it was then no more.   With optimistic hope, I tried the 
engine again.  It started fine, but when put in gear, it died immediately.  So again being 
the eternal optimist, I thought I would try reverse.   The results were the same. And it was 
now time for swim call. 
 
I was very happy that four years ago I decided that catching a crab pot or net was possible.  
As a result, I bought a wet suite, hood 
and even a flag to go with my mask and 
fins.  The water was in the 60’s so take 
my advice and make sure you have the 
right equipment on board.  Another 
thing I found out was a razor knife 
works a lot better to cut rope of the 
screw than does a diver's knife. 
 
The last of the rope was removed from 
the screw after two hours.  Thinking 
back on the situation, it might have been 
better to bring the crab pot up and 
remove all those poor crabs trapped in 
the trap.  We could have eaten like kings 
for the next 3 weeks as heavy as it was.    
 
After bouncing around for two hours, up 
and down; back and forth; up and down; 
rolling side to side; back and forth, well 
you get the picture.  None of us was 
feeling very good.   Especially those of 
us that tried to drink the Pacific while 
diving on the screw.   But the Admiral lost her smile and thought it best she retire to a 
rack below.    
 
I tried very hard to get her to utilize my favorite remedy for sea sickness, but she would 
not hear of it.  Even the thought of a coldy (Coors Light) and a few bites of a pepperoni 
and sausage pizza expedited her retreat below.   
 
So after a coldy myself I was renewed and we were on to Westport.  The rest of the day 
went well so the score was now 1 ½ good days and ½ bad days.   From a sailing 
prospective it was not a good day.  The wind was on the nose all the way so we ended up 
on the Iron Jenny all the way. 
 



The next day was much better for the Admiral. The smile was back.   It was a great day 
on the water and we arrived at La Push, a 
great Indian village on the Washington 
Coast, hidden behind a kewl rock formation 
early.  The down side was, yep, the wind 
was still on the nose and still motoring.  
Among a lot of great sites that afternoon we 
also saw the Red Neck Charters vessel as 
labeled on the starboard bow with mud.   
Still the score was now 2 ½ days good to ½ 
days bad.  So we were hitting 7s on the roll 
so far. 
 
The next two days were also kewl day at sea, 
but the wind was again on the nose and the iron jenny was humming.    
 
Finally we were in range of Puget Sound sitting in Port Angeles.   After a discussion of 
where to go in the Sound, we decided a night in Roach Harbor was the right place to be.  
As we left Port Angeles across the Straights of Juan De Fuca and headed north the water 
became covered with a heavy fog.   We could just see the bow of the boat.  On the Radar, 
we could see a couple of tankers and could here them talking on VHF channel 13.  VHF 
channel 5 was quiet for now as there was minimal traffic in the shipping lane.   The 
Admiral showed some concern, but as we made it through the fog and the sun begin to 
shine, so did the smile appear again.   
 
In Puget Sound on the West side of the San 
Juan Island we saw the whale watching boats 
from Victory screaming by us and stopping 
near a small bay just south of Roach Harbor.   
By the time we arrived everyone was gone.   
Then that the Admirals smiling face yelled, “I 
think I saw a spout”.   We waited and sure 
enough, we had Orcas.  Several Orcas!   
 
Within a few minutes there were two of them 
headed directly at us.   Now while that is kewl, 
it is also important not to get into there way or have the screw turning when they arrive.   
Knowing they were moving a lot faster than we cold we shut the engine down and took 
lots of pictures.  
 
The point count was getting high for Sunnyside retirement now.  Only a crew on a 
sailboat, or at least a boat, could you have an experience like this one.    
 



The next adventure was Roche Harbor.    Among 
the many things to see there, my favorite two are 
the colors the hold British style at sunset and of 
course the ship M.V. Phecal Phreak, sanitary pump-
out boat.    
 
Not sure why, but everyone that goes to Roche 
Harbor loves the Phecal Phreak.   Maybe it is 
because of the sign,” We take shit from anyone”. 
 
 

We next moved over to the Islander on 
Lopez Island.  The Islander was the location 
for the 5th  Latitudes and Attitudes 
Northwest Cruising party.   Captain Woody 
and the Eric Stone band were on hand to 
make us all feel like part of the team at Latts 
and Atts and sell us stuff.   Bought the first 5 
of Eric Stones CDs and with the Latts and 
Atts CDs I have some great cruising music 
on board.  Anyway not as many boats this 
year as the 4th party last year at Poulsbo, but what a great marina. The people, families 
and boats made for a lot of smiles and by this time I had rolled another seven for sure.     
 
During the first evening the marina naively took the group on and said no beer on the 
beach.  No problem!  Portable audio system, lots of singers and we did our thing on the 
docks.   At about 2200 something 
the marina came whining that they 
were not getting any business so 
the party took over the club.  
  
Crewing on one of the boats at the 
party was clearly not a good plan.  
It was clear from viewing one of 
the crew sitting topside that the 
Captain and Galley wench did not 
feed well.  On the bright side his 
body fat was low to non-existent 
and no cholesterol. 
 
The next stop was on the hook at 
Orcas Island, then onto John Wayne Marina to prepare for crew change. 
 
As we transited the Straights the sea kicked up and the rollers that probably started in 
Japan started rolling in.  The boat rocked and rolled; pitched and slid.   I started tacking 
with the engine running.  I would tack into the waves and then turn and run with 



following seas to lessen the impact of the rollers on the Admiral.  Unfortunately this 
tactic was to no avail.  Finally it was clear; this would be a snake eye day as the Admiral 
laid below to contemplate stability of the ride in a rack.   So we headed straight for John 
Wayne without even a coldy.   When we arrived, the Admiral surfaced and was duly 
impressed increasing the point count for the day to only a loss of an additional ½ day.  To 
put in prospective, the score was now 7 days good to 1 day not so good. 
 
We changed crews in Port Angeles and Len headed back inland.    Scott and Paula came 
aboard and again the dice was rolling nothing but 7’s and 11’s for the next five days. 
 
Finally the fun in the Sound was over and it was time to head back to Oregon.  With five 
days remaining, how could things go bad?  Retirement on Sunnyside was Lookin Good. 
 
The forecast for the Pacific was Northwest winds 10-15 knots all week.  What a break!  
We would be running all week with small following seas.   The easy life. 
 
As we left the Straights and moved into the Pacific the first thing we noticed was the 
wind out of the South.  The second was 6-15 foot rollers from the west.  It was those dam 
Japanese’s trying to mess up the dice game again.    
 
Pat asked when things were going to settle down as she cooked up Scott and my egg 
sausage sandwich.  Scott and I just looked at each other and said, “This is really not too 
bad up here”.    
 
Before we arrived at La Push again, the Admiral was bellow decks thinking she should 
have driven home with Scott’s wife Paula.  Dam Snake eyes again. 

 
The next day and the next was more of 
the same and even the Columbia Bar 
now tried to get in its last lick as we 
entered the Columbia River to head 
back to our moorage in St Helens, OR. 
 
I have heard and experienced that as 
we look back on our trips we tend to 
remember the bad things as not that 
bad and the good things as great.   
Maybe the 5 snake eyes days will be 
forgotten soon and the glorious 16 

other days of 7s and 11s will make result in the proper attitude for changing latitudes in 
the future.  
 
However the question remains at the top of my list.  Does 16 
sevens and elevens beat 5 sets of snake eyes?   I guess another role 
of the dice may tell for sure.   There is always next summer… 
 


